
Chiltern Primary School: Art and Design Plan and Sequence of Learning

Area of learning Characteristics of
Effective Learning

ELG Coverage F2
vocabulary

FS

In the Early Years
Foundation Stage Profile

2021 Handbook

(Early Adopter Version)
(June 2020)

Art & Design
is included in

Physical Development
Fine Motor Skills

Expressive Arts and
Design

Creating with
Materials

Playing and learning

Active Learning

Creating and

critically thinking

Fine Motor Skill

Children at the expected level of development will:

● Hold a pencil effectively in preparation for

fluent writing – using the tripod grip in almost

all cases.

● Use a range of small tools, including scissors,

paint brushes and cutlery.

● Begin to show accuracy and care when

drawing.

Creating with Materials

Children at the expected level of development will:

● Safely use and explore a variety of materials,

tools and techniques, experimenting with

colour, design, texture, form and function.

● Share their creations, explaining the process

they have used.

● Make use of props and materials when role

playing characters in narratives and stories.

There is no exceeding descriptor in the new framework.

Activities are developed following the
interests of the children.

The content will vary year on year.

Specific learning and learning in the
continuous provision is detailed in planning

documents.

Curriculum coverage is summarised by the
continuous provision plans for each area
and the one page curriculum summary.

Pencil
Pen
Paint
Crayon
Wax crayon
Paint brush
Paper
Colour
(including
colours
themselves)
Mix
Scissors
Glue
Tape
Cut
Material
Plastic
Card
Cardboard
Junk
Natural
Fix
Connect
Attach
Combine
Design
Make
Adapt
Improve
Interpret
Review
Reflect



Key Domains

Investigate, appreciate,
gain inspiration Experiment and

Create
Appraise and

Reflect

Communicate (Tier3)

Theme
specific

Subject
specific

Year Theme (media and artist) Key Elements

Year 1 Expressions of our world
Printing vs painting (animal
prints)

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt                      Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Print, materials,
paint, hard edge
soft edge, pattern,
background,
colour,form,
artists, craft
makers,technique
s, observation
shape

KEY STAGE 1

line
shape
pattern
colour
texture
space
form
visual
tactile
draw
observation
invent
techniques
process
artists
craft makers
designiers
materials
media
medium

Expressions of our British
history
Painting vs collage (toys)

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt                      Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

collage, materials,
primary colour -
red, yellow and
blue, texture (e.g.
shiny, dull,
smooth, rough,
bumpy, flat, fluffy,
soft), contrast,
overlap,
background,
space, outline,
shape, abstract.

Expressions of our world
Painting (Sunflowers by

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch

Evaluate
(technique/process/end

Vincent Van Gogh,
portrait,



Vincent Van Gogh)

Begin to develop brush
strokes and complementary
colours of the colour wheel.

Think critically Explore 3D Collage
Mixed media Craft
Digital media

product)
Improve
Think critically

landscape,
watercolour,
post-Impressionis
m, similarities,
differences, oil
paint, oil pastels,
brush strokes,
wash, hatching,
stippling, impasto,
colour wheel,
complimentary
colour, contrast,
print, paint, sketch

Year 2 Expressions of our British
history
Sponge Painting and
Charcoal sketching (Great
Fire of London building
picture)

Mixing paints build on Y1
colour wheel complementary
colours.

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Monoprint,
background, mix,
effect, print,
charcoal,  size,
light, dark, shape,
tone, secondary,
primary, light,
dark, sketching,
smudge, blend,
Print, rubbing,
pattern, colour,
shape, size,
irregular/regular
patterns, hard and
soft prints.

Expressions of our world
Sketching and shading
(penguins)

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically                     Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Shading, Pencils,
Colour, Light,
Dark, Shadow,
artificial light,
natural light,
tone.



Expressions of our world
Painting/sketching of
objects on a beach (inspired
by On the Beach by
Picasso)

Mixing colours and colour
scheme - light to dark. Build
on Autumn term Y2.

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw                        Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Monoprint,
background, mix,
effect, print,
charcoal,  size,
light, dark, shape,
tone, secondary,
primary, light,
dark, sketching,
smudge, blend,
Print, rubbing,
pattern, colour,
shape, size,
irregular/regular
patterns, hard and
soft prints.

Year 3 Expressions of our British
history
Colour mixing and Printing
Stoneage silhouettes on a
sunset background (inspired
by Lascaux)

Mixing colours and colour
scheme - light to dark. Build
on Y2.

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

sketch, cave art,
paint, natural
paint, charcoal,
pencils, grades of
pencils, colour,
shades, hues, mix,
printing,
mono-printing,
relief printing,
stencils, outline,
poly block, ink,
brayer, 

KEY STAGE 2
deconstruct
perspective
architects

Expressions of our world
Observational sketching and
painting plants and flowers

Build on Y2 sketching &
shading.

Ask questions Describe
Interpret                        Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Shape, pattern,
texture, tone,
shade,light, dark,
colour, colour
contrast,twisting,
curling, folding,
coiling paper,
print,effect

Expressions of our British
history
Sculpting (Roman Vase)

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media Craft

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve

clay, pottery,
vases, coil, coarse
ware, fine ware,
Amphorae,



Digital media Think critically patterns, repeating
patterns, texture,
rolling, pinching,
kneading,
carving,
smoothing, 

Year 4 Expressions of our world
Sketching and shading
(African tigers inc elephants
too)

Building on Y2 & Y3
sketching & shading.

Ask questions                    Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Sketching, tone,
degree, texture,
line, hatching,
contour hatching,
cross hatching,
random hatching,
stippling, ink
wash, realistic,
techniques.

Expressions of our world
Collage (3D rainforest in the
style of Henri Rousseau)

Build on Y1 collage

Ask questions                    Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw                        Paint
Sculpt                      Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Shape, pattern,
texture,
contrast,twisting,
curling, folding,
coiling paper

Expressions of our British
history
Printing (Viking artefacts),
decorating using ink

Build on Y1 printing & Y1, 2
& 3 colour mixing.

Ask questions                    Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw                        Paint
Sculpt                      Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media Print

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

relief printing
(raised), intaglio
(cut), serigraphy
(stencil/Screen),
lithography
(photocopier),
artefact, scribe,
contrast, firmly,
effect, transferred,
printed, print

Year 5 Expressions of our world's
history
Painting (Space pictures
inspired by Peter Thorpe)

Build on Y1 - Y4 colour

Ask questions                    Describe
Interpret                        Link and connect
Think critically                     Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Landscape,
portrait,
background,
foreground,
abstract,
complementary
colours,



mixing (paints & inks) harmonious
colours, primary
colours,
secondary
colours, tertiary
colours.

Expressions of our world
Marbling and texturing
(Volcano pictures inspired by
Andy Warhol)

Build on Y1 - Y4 colour
mixing & Y2 & Y4 sketching
& shading (for perspective).

Ask questions                    Describe
Interpret                        Link and connect
Think critically                     Explore

Draw                        Paint
Sculpt                      Sketch
3D                            Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

marbling
texturing
printing
layering
mixing
use of colour
wheel
brush strokes

Use shape, form,
space, colour,
tex ture and
pattern to develop
and communicate
ideas into a
volcano painting
inspired by the
work of artists –
volcanoes.

Expressions of our world's
history
Sculpting/collage
(Pharaoh's Mask)

Build on Y1 & Y4 collage &
Y3 sculpting.

Ask questions                    Describe
Interpret                        Link and connect
Think critically                     Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

visual and tactile
qualities, eg shiny,
hard, solid,
solidify, soft,
moist, opaque
drawing skills, eg
outline, mark
making,
feathering,
ombre,shading,
dots,dashes,lines
making skills, eg
sticking, layering,
spreading,
sculpting/shaping



composition, eg
arrangement of
shapes, colours,
lines, background,
foreground

Year 6 Expressions of our British
history
Sculpting (Clay Poppies
inspired by Peter Voulkes)

Build on Y3 sculpting (clay)

Ask questions                    Describe
Interpret                        Link and connect
Think critically                     Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

Bone dry, Clay,
Coil, Coiling,
Ceramics, Firing,
Form, Glaze,
Hollowing,
Kneading, Kiln,
Leather hard,
Modelling,
Pinching, Pottery,
Plasticity,
Recycling,
Scoring, Slab,
Slip, Shape,
Temperature,
Texture, Wedging

Expressions of our world's
history
Layered printing/marbling
(Ancient Greek picture)

Build on Y1 (comparison of
printing), Y2 (sponge
printing), Y3 (cave printing),
Y4 (ink) & Y5 marbling.

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media            Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

visual pattern, eg
repetitive, fine,
block, angular,
reflective,
symmetrical,
drawing skills, eg
line, block, infill,
silhouette, texture,
light, dark, , hue,
tint, tone, shade,
mood
making skills, eg
etching/scraping,
printing, scraping,
sharp/blunt tools,
wash, embellish,
joining, sculpt
composition, eg
pattern, focal
image, layering of
elements,
contrasting,



harmonious

Expressions of our world's
history
Sketching and sculpting
(Mayan Masks)

Build on Y3 (clay sculpting) &
Y5 (gummed paper sculpting)

Ask questions Describe
Interpret Link and connect
Think critically Explore

Draw Paint
Sculpt Sketch
3D Collage
Mixed media Craft
Digital media

Evaluate
(technique/process/end
product)
Improve
Think critically

visual pattern, eg
repetitive, fine,
block, angular,
reflective,
symmetrical,
drawing skills, eg
line, block, infill,
silhouette, texture,
light, dark, , hue,
tint, tone, shade,
mood
making skills, eg
etching/scraping,
printing, scraping,
sharp/blunt tools,
wash, embellish,
joining, sculpt
composition, eg
pattern, focal
image, layering of
elements,
contrasting,
harmonious


